Transmission of rapidly applied loads through articular cartilage. Part 2: Cracked cartilage.
A model of articular cartilage suffering rapidly applied loads and containing splits and fissures is presented. The possibility of cracks propagating through the cartilage collagen network is analysed using elastic fracture mechanics. Cracks are modelled using the distributed dislocation technique and the crack tip stress intensity factors are thereby evaluated. The mode I (tensile) stress intensity factors are generally much larger than the mode II (shearing) factors for cracks at the articular surface and close to, and at oblique angles to, the cartilage-bone interface, two regions where cartilage cracks have been observed. This suggests an opening, tensile mode of failure. The mode II factors are larger for cracks running along the interface. The rapidly loaded cracked cartilage model may explain the splits observed in osteoarthrotic cartilage.